and this might also be the case in emus 6 . In these species the PAR thus constitute the majority of the Z chromosome (cf. 7 . Since the sex chromosomes in Palaeognathae and Neognathae seem fully homologous 8, 9 and because Z-W differentiation started prior to the split of the two lineages 130-150 million years ago 5,10,11 , sex chromosome evolution in Palaeognathae has been slow. In contrast, sex chromosome evolution in Neognathae has resulted in advanced Z-W differentiation. This difference may be related to an absence of dosage compensation in non-recombining regions of the ostrich Z chromosome, where male expression is on average twofold higher than female expression 5 . Without a compensatory mechanism, there might be strong selection against expansion of the non-recombining region because hemizygosity of sex-linked genes in the heterogametic sex should perturb gene interactions and networks. In non-recombining regions of neognath Z chromosomes, the degree of dosage compensation varies and may have evolved on a gene-by-gene basis, allowing recombination restriction to spread [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Supplementary Note 2. The flycatcher pseudoautosomal region.
Using the BUILD option for multipoint linkage analysis in CRIMAP, scaffold order N00298-N00378-"all scaffolds from the majority of the Z chromosomes that do not recombine in female meiosis" was supported by a LOD score >5. The order N00298-N00387-N02597-"Z chromosome" was supported by a LOD score >2. The LOD score support for orientation of N00378 was >3 while for N00298 it was only >0.1. However, independent support for the inferred orientation of N00298 was provided by analyses of mapped mate-pairs from three libraries with insert sizes of 5 kb, 18 kb and 21 kb, respectively (SRA Accession numbers ERX093495, ERX093467 and ERX093470) 16 . Any read that mapped closer to an end than each library's insert size was considered and links between mates on different scaffolds were counted. Mate-pair links were only found between the end of N00298 and the start of N00378. We note that if the orientation of N00298 would be the opposite, it would not affect our recombination rate estimates much since most PAR recombination in females occurred in N00387.
Supplementary Note 3. Evolution of the avian pseudoautosomal region.
Failure to identify the PAR in chicken 17 and zebra finch 18 Fig. 2 . Because the end of the flycatcher Z chromosome harbouring the PAR corresponds to one of the ends of the distantly related chicken Z chromosome ( Fig. 3) , it is a strong candidate region for representing the PAR across different bird lineages.
In the absence of an assembled flycatcher W chromosome we cannot date the events leading to recombination restriction between sex chromosomes in this lineage. However, the fact that the male-to-female ratio in read coverage was consistently close to two outside the PAR (Fig.   2) indicates that, overall, the degree of any remaining Z-W sequence similarity in the region that most recently ceased to recombine was not sufficient for reads from the W chromosome to map to the Z chromosome. Thus, the situation with a very small PAR may have persisted for a long period of time in the lineage leading to flycatcher.
